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PLACE: Arbaoua Section
Date:

10 May 1944

MEMORANDUM FOR THE OFFICER IN CHARGE:
SUBJECT:
RE:

Capitain MORERE
Chief, B.S.M., Souk el Arba
Anti-Allied Sentiments

This Agent interviewed Subject this date regarding Spanish civilians
who had come from Larrache, Spanish Morocco and had given themselves up to
the D.A.T. at Moulay Bou Selham about 1 May 1944.
Subject was noticeably cool in his reception and upon questioning this
Agent learned the real cause this attitude. MORERE mentioned that he was
at last to receive this summer military uniform of American make, but that it
was the same as that of an ordinary private soldier. MORERE added that the
French always had made a difference between the ordinary soldier and the officer and that “it would be seen after the war in just what measure the French
would appreciate the Americans.”
AGENT’S NOTE:
It is evident that MORERE bitterly resents the above situation and
if he admitted it to this Agent, it is to be presumed that he has discussed
it with his subordinates and his fellow citizens as well. A tangible result
of this patronizing attitude is a noticeable lack of cooperation by the Subject
and his office staff in the last two weeks by failing to report the illegal
border crossing of two Frenchmen on 3 May 1944. In fact the Subject openly
resented being questioned about the incident as well as the purpose of the
original interview and the report that two Italian prisoners of war apprehended by the French military authorities at Souk el Arba while attempting to
reach the Spanish Moroccan border.

Nicholas Andrew Natsios
Agent , C.I.C.
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